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Abstract
This paper propose the semi - analytic technique using two point osculatory
interpolation to construct polynomial solution for solving some well-known classes
of Lane-Emden type equations which are linear ordinary differential equations, and
disusse the behavior of the solution in the neighborhood of the singular points along
with its numerical approximation. Many examples are presented to demonstrate the
applicability and efficiency of the methods. Finally , we discuss behavior of the
solution in the neighborhood of the singularity point which appears to perform
satisfactorily for singular problems.
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استخـدام التقـنيـة شبـه التحـليليـة في حـل معـادالت الن أمـدن
*ريم وليد حسين, لمى ناجي محمد توفيق

العراق, بغداد, جامعة بغداد,  كمية التربية ابن الهيثم,قسم الرياضيات
االخالصة

الهدف من هذا البحث هو لعرض د ارسةة تحميميةة لمعةادتت تن ممةدن التضاضةمية اتعتياديةة وبةواواع ملتمضةة

حيةةث مااةةا ا تةةرح الت ايةةة هةةبت التحميميةةة باسةةتلدام اتاةةدراج التماسةةي ذو الا طتةةين لمحمةةول عم ة الحةةل كمتعةةدد

حةةدودذ كةةذلك ااقهةةاا عةةدد مةةن ادمثمةةة لتوضةةيو الدقةةة ذ الكضةةات وسةةهولة مدات الطري ةةة الم ترحةةة و ملية ة ار ااقهةةاا

سةةموك الحةةل وةةي جةوار الا ةةاط الهةةاذ و إيجةةاد الحةةل الت ريبةةي لهةةا و اقترحاةةا مةةيغة جديةةد مطةةور لتلمةةين اللطةةو

. تساعد وي ت ميل الحسابات العممية واظهار الاتائج بهكل مرضي ويما يلص المسائل الهاذ

variation of a spherical gas cloud under the
mutual attraction of its molecules and subject to
the laws of classical thermodynamics. The
polytropic theory of stars essentially follows out
of thermodynamic considerations, that deals
with the issue of energy transport, through the
transfer of material between different levels of
the star. These equations are one of the basic
equations in the theory of stellar structure and
has been the focus of many studies [1,2].
The general form of the Lane-Emden
equation :
x y″ + (A) y' = f(x, y) , 0 < x < 1 (1)

1. Introduction
In the study of nonlinear phenomena in
physics, engineering and other sciences, many
mathematical models lead to singular initial
value problems (SIVP) associated with
nonlinear second order ordinary differential
equations (ODE) .
Lane-Emden type equations are linear
ordinary differential equations on semi-infinite
domain. They are categorized as singular initial
value problems. These equations describe the
temperature
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On some interval of the real line with some
initial conditions.

( x j / j!)(1-x) n 1

where

n j


s 0

2. Solution of Second Order Lane – Emden
Equations
In this section we suggest semi analytic
technique to solve second order Lane – Emden
Equations as following, we consider:
x y''+ f( x, y, y' ) = 0
.....
(2a)
y(0) = A , y'(0) = B
…..
(2b)
where f is in general nonlinear function of their
arguments.
The simple idea behind the use of two-point
polynomials is to replace y(x) in problem (2), or
an alternative formulation of it, by osculatory
interpolating polynomials of order (2n+1)
a P2n+1 which enables any unknown initial
values or derivatives of y(x) to be computed .
Therefore , the first step is to construct
the P2n+1 , to do this we need the Taylor
coefficients of y at x = 0 :

Q j (x) / j!
we see that (6) have only two unknowns b0 and
b1 to find this, we integrate equation (2a) on [0,
x] to obtain :
x

x y'(x) –

Y(x) = a 0 + a 1 x +



a i x ……


0

….(7b)
Putting x = 1 in (7), then gives :
1

b1 – b0 + a0 +



f(s, y, y') ds = 0

…. (8a)

0

(3)

and
1

b0 –2


0

1

y(x) dx + a0 +

 (1-s) f(s, y, y')ds = 0
0

…. (8b)
Use P2n+1 as a replacement of y(x) in ( 8 )
and substitute the boundary conditions (2b) in
(8) then, we have only two unknown coefficients
b1, b0 and two equations (8) so, we can find b1,
b0 for any n by solving this system of algebraic
equations using MATLAB, so insert b0 and b1
into (6) , thus (6) represents the solution of (2) .
Extensive computations have shown that this
generally provides a more accurate polynomial
representation for a given n .

b i (x-1) i ….(4)

i 2

3. Examples
In this section, many examples of different
forms of Lane -Emden will be given to illustrate
the efficiency, accuracy , implementation and
utility of the suggested method. The bvp4c
solver of MATLAB has been modified
accordingly so that it can solve some class of
SIVP as effectively as it previously solved
nonsingular IVP.
Example 1
Consider the following Lane – Emden
equation :
y"(x) + (2/x) y'(x) + y(x) = x5 + 30 x3
, 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 .With IC : y(0) = 0 , y'(0) = 0 .
The exact solution is : y(x) = x5

n

{ ai Qi(x) + (-1)i bi Qi(1-x) }….



x

y(x) dx + a0 x + (1-s) f(s,y,y') ds =

0

where y(1) = b0 , y'(1) =b1 , y"(1) / 2! =b2 ,…,
y(i)(1) / i! =bi , i = 3,4,…
then inserts the series form (4) into (2a) and put
x = 1 and equate coefficients of powers of (x-1)
to obtain b2 ,then derive equation (2a) with
respect to x to obtain new form of equation say
(5) then, inserts the series form (3) into (5) and
put x = 0 and equate coefficients of powers of x
to obtain a3 again inserts the series form (4) into
(5) and put x = 1 and equate coefficients of
powers of (x-1) to obtain b3 , now iterate the
above process many times to obtain a4 , b4 ,then
a5 ,b5 and so on, that is ,we can get ai and bi for
all i ≥ 2, the resulting equations can be solved
using MATLAB to obtain ai and bi for all i  2 ,
the notation implies that the coefficients depend
only on the indicated unknowns a0 , a1, b0 , b1,
and we get a0 , a1, by the initial condition .Now,
we can construct a P2n+1(x) from these
coefficients ( aiۥs and biۥs ) by the following :



f(s, y, y') ds = 0

0

0



P2n+1 =



x

x y(x) – 2

i 2





…. (7a)
and again integrate equation (7a) on [0, x] to
obtain :

where y(0)= a0 ,y'(0)= a1 ,y"(0) / 2! =a2 ,…,
y(i)(0) / i! = ai , i= 3, 4,…
then inserts the series form (3) into (2a) and put
x=0 and equate coefficients of powers of x to
obtain a2 . Also we need Taylor coefficient of
y(x) about x = 1 :
y = b 0 + b 1 (x-1) +

x

y'(x) dx +

0



i

n  s s

 x =
s



(6)

i 0
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It is clear that x = 0, is regular singular point
and it is singularity of first kind . Now, we solve
this example using semi - analytic technique ,
From equations (6) we have :
P5(x) = x5
For more details ,Table 1 give the results for
different nodes in the domain, for n = 2, i.e. P5
and errors obtained by comparing it with the
exact solution. Figure 1 gives the accuracy of
the suggested method.
Ertürk [3] solved this example using differential
transformation method and also, give the exact
solution .

example using semi-analytic technique ,From
equation (6) we have : if n = 12 ,we have P25 as
follows :
P25 = 030000000555.0x25 + 0.0000001418229
x24 + 0.00000065861 x23 - 0.0000018673 x22 +
0.000003752997083632007x210.0000051019199x20 + 0.000005686369x19 0.0000017042416x18 + 0.0000025706 x17 +
0.00002374116 x16 + 0.0000002969187 x15 +
0.000198362071 x14 + 0.00000000397 x13 +
0.0013888888889 x12 + 0.0083333333333 x10 +
0.0416666666667x8 + 0.16666666667 x6 + 0.5
x4 + x2 + 1
Now, increase n, to get higher accuracy , let n =
13 , i.e. ,
P27 = 0.00000000131953x270.0000000131885x26+ 0.000000066909x25 0.00000020992416x24 + 0.00000046803777x23 0.000000730448348x22 + 0.000000914015x21 0.0000005615242x20 + 0.0000005793768x19 +
0.00000245680143x18 + 0.00000011164989x17 +
0.0000247730217x16 + 0.000000004484619x15
+ 0.0001984123722789x14 +
0.001388888889x12 + 0.00833333333x10 +
0.041666666667x8 + 0.166666667x6 +0.5x4 + x2
+1
For more details ,Table 2a gives the results
of different nodes in the domain, for n=10, 11,
12. Also, Figure 2 illustrate suggested method
for n=12. Hojjati [4] solved this equation by
second derivative multistep method (SDMMs)
and the results given in Table 2b . Ramos [5]
solved this equation using linearization method
and the absolute error given in the Figure 3
Hasan [6] solved this equation using Taylor
series and gave the following result :

Table 1- The comparison between exact & P5 of example 1

b0
b1

1
5

xi

Exact solution
y(x)

P5

0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1

0
0.00001
0.00032
0.00243
0.01024
0.03125
0.07776
0.16807
0.32768
0.59049
1

0
0.00001
0.00032
0.00243
0.01024
0.03125
0.07776
0.16807
0.32768
0.59049
1

Error
|y(x) P5|
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

the soulution at n=2
1
exact
p5

0.9
0.8
0.7

y

0.6
0.5

Also, Mohyud-Din [7] solved this equation
using He’s polynomials and gave the result in
the following series :

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5
x

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

And , Batiha [8] solved this equation by
variational iteration method (VIM) and the
results given in the Table 3 .Yaghoobi [9] solved
this equation by differential transformation
method (DTM) and the result given in the
following series :

Figure 1- Comparison between the exact & semianalytic solution P5 of example1

Example 2
Consider the following Lane–Emden equation
y" + (2/x) y' + 2( 2x2 + 3) y = 0 , 0 ≤ x ≤ 1
With IC : y(0) = 1 , y'(0) = 0 .
It is clear that x = 0 , is regular singular point
and it is singularity of first kind and the exact
solution is y(x) = exp(x2) . Now, we solve this
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the soulution at n=13
2.8
exact
p27

2.6
2.4
2.2

y

2
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1
0.1

0.2
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0.7

0.8

0.9

1

x

Figure 2- Illustrate suggested method for n=
13,i.e.,P27 of example 2 .

Figure 3-The absolute error of method given in[5]

Table 2a- The results of the suggested method for n= 10,11,12 of example2

b0
b1
xi

13151115111056009
530.959.959651065
P27
Exact solution y(x)

0.1 53050050591010591 53050050591010591

Error of VIM (with
5iterate)
7.60000E-18

0.2 53000150110561.60 53000150110561.11

3.23412E-14

0.3 5306051011.105150 5306051011.105150 4.47700E-12
0.4 5351.550110665150 5351.550110665150

1.54546E-10

Error |y(x)-P27|
2.503132204460492e016
1.00257763568394e015
2.503132204460492e016
2.503132204460492e016

Table 2b-The results of the suggested method for n= 12& result in[4] for example2

b0
b1
xi
Exact solution y(x)
0.25 1.06449445891786
0.5 1.28402541668774
0.75 1.7550546569603
1
2.71828182845904

13151115111056511
530.959.959651119
P21
53090060051651195
53110015059911115
53155050959690.0.
13151115111056511

1315111511105600.
530.959.959651011
P23
53090060051651156
531100150599111.1
53155050959690161
1315111511105600.

13151115111056005
530.959.959651060
P25
53090060051651156
53110015059911101
53155050959690166
13151115111056005

Table 3- Absolute error between the VIM (with5-iterate) [8] and the exact solution
xi

SDMMs y1(x)

Error |y(x) - y1(x)|

Error | y(x) - p25 |

0.25

1.06449445891768E+0

1.77 E+13

e-016996.6613381477509e

0.5

1.28402541668753E+0

2.14E+13

1.554312234475219e-015

0.75

1.7550546569600E+0

2.93E+13

1.332267629550188e-015

1

2.71828182845859E+0

4.54E+13

4.8849813083506891e-015

SSE

.396.1e-025
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4.Behavior of the solution in the eighborhood
of the singularity x= 0
Our main concern in this section will be the
study of the behavior of the solution in the
neighborhood of the singular point x=0.
Consider the following SIVP :
y′′(x) + ((N − 1) / x ) y′(x) = f(y) , N ≥ 1 , 0 <
x < 1 ………
(9)
y(0) = y0 , limx→0+ x y′(x) = 0
.. (10)
where f(y) is continuous function .
As the same manner in [10], let us look for
a solution of this problem in the form :
y(x) = y0 − C xk (1 + o(1))
…. (11)
y′(x) = − C k xk−1(1 + o(1))
y′′(x) = − C k (k − 1) xk−2(1 + o(1))
where C is a positive constant and k > 1. If we
substitute (11) in (9) we obtain :
C = (1/ k) (f(y0) /N )k−1
…. (12)
In order to improve representation (11) we
perform the variable substitution :
y(x) = y0 − C xk (1 + g(x))
…..(13)
we easily obtain the following result which is
similar to the results in [10].
Theorem 1
For each y0 > 0, problem (9), (10) has, in
the neighborhood of x = 0, a unique solution that
can be represented by :
y(x, y0) = y0 − C xk (1 + g xk + o(xk) ) ,
where k, C and g are given by (12) and (13),
respectively.
We see that these results are in good
agreement with the ones obtained by the method
in [10], they are also consistent with the results
presented in [11]. In order to estimate the
convergence order of the suggested method at x
= 0, we have carried out several experiments
with different values of n and used the formula:
cy0 = − log2 ( |y0n3 − y0n2| / |y0n2− y0n1 | ) … (14)
where y0ni is the approximate value of y0
obtained with ni ,ni = 1,2, 3, 4,…
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